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Seniors favor politician
BRIEFLY McGovern
to offer 'alternative view' at commencement
Campus

by Jill Novak
staff writer

Student released: Derrick

Carr, senior communications major,
was released on his own recognizance
from Wood County Jail Friday after
being arrested for failure to appear in
court.
Carr was scheduled to appear in
Bowling Green Municipal Court on
Aug. 21 and Sept. 6 on charges of
writing a bad check for $16 to
Domino's Pizza in June.
He will make his initial appearance
with his attorney in Municipal Court
Wednesday. If convicted, Carr could
face a maximum penalty of six
months in prison and a $1,000 fine.

Conference to be held: A

Sen. George McGovern, 1972 Democratic presidential candidate and one of the major leaders of the
anti-Vietnam War movement, will speak at the University's Dec. 16 commencement ceremony.
A political personality was
highly favored in a survey graduating seniors completed to determine
who they would prefer as a
speaker, said Vice President of University Relations Dwight Burlingame.
In addition, the budget for the
ceremony had to be considered and
McGovern was considered to be affordable, he said.
Since Republican William F. McGovern
Buckley spoke at the 1987 commencement.
McGovern's visit will "bring an alternative view and
balance, bringing both viewpoints on the platform,"

Dec. 6 conference will be sponsored
by Firelands (College) Knowledge
Network as a part of the
"Perspectives for Professionals"
series and will focus on the actions
and interactions of prescribed drugs
and other substances. The conference
will give area human service
professionals the opportunity to earn
four Continuing Education credits.
Dennis Daley, a nationally known
expert in pro-active approaches to
drug and alcohol problems,
pediatrician Steven Dutko and school
nurse Marilyn Dillon will be featured.

Resident
accused
of assault

Opera opens: "Street Scene,"

by Greg Plagens
city editor

a 1947 American opera by Kurt Weill,
will be the first fall production of the
Bowling Green Opera Theatre. The
opera, based on the 1929 Pulitzer
Prize-winning play by Elmer Rice, is
to be presented Nov. 3 and Nov. 4 in
Kobacker Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets went
on sale at the Moore Musical Arts
Center box office Monday.
Tickets are $3 for University
students and $5 for adults.

State
Leaflets distributed: in

Dayton, Ohio, the distribution of
anti-minority leaflets at Wright State
University has "appalled" school
administrators, but hasn't recurred
and appears to have been an isolated
incident, university officials said
Monday.
Wright State spokeswoman Lynette
Heard said school officials learned at
the end of September that the leaflets
had been circulated and a poster put
up on campus.
The leaflets read:
"If you're fed up with minorities
making your school a combat zone,
shaking you down, beating you up,
rappuv all around you... you're a
Nationalist. Quit letting minorities,
queers and commies run the USA.
Take back every inch of turf. Make
English the only language. Clean
house of foreign scum. Make this
school an MFZ (Minority Free
Zone)."

Policeman shot: in

Cleveland, a police detective was in
serious condition Monday after being
shot while trying to stop an apparent
car theft. Michael Seaborn, 32, was off
duty and working as a security guard
at Avis Rent-a-Car at the Cleveland
Hopkins International Airport when
he was shot once in the abdomen
while trying to stop two suspects,
Police Lt. Martin Flask said.
A 19-year-old suspect also was shot,
in the back and arm, Flask said. Both
Seaborn and the suspect underwent
surgery at Southwest General
Hospital, he said. Seaborn, an
eight-year veteran Cleveland
policeman, noticed what appeared to
be an attempted car theft in the
parking lot, Flask said.
He declined to identify the suspect
because he was not charged with
anything and because his family
members were not yet notified. Flask
said another suspect, a 17-year-old,
also is in custody.

Ehildren taught at

ome: Parents of an estimated
1 million children nationwide teach
their children at home. In 1962, only a
few hundred Ohio children were
taught at home. Now, an estimated
6,000 children are taught by parents,
according to Connie Rice, a member
of the Ohio State Board of Education.
New state regulations that took
effect in August gave Ohioans the
legal right for the first time to teach
their children at home. Before the
new law took effect, a superintendent
had the discretion to decide whether a
parent could educate children at
home, she said.
Compiled from local and AP
wirereports

Burlingame said.
However, McGovern will focus primarily on
directing students toward public responsibility — not
on his political viewpoints, Burlingame said.
McGovern was among the firstU.S. Congressmen
to openly oppose American participation in the Vietnam War and he spoke at the University twice in attempts to end the war.
A Time of War/A Time of Peace details his experiences during this time period. He also wrote an autobiography entitled Grassroots.
McGovern also has served on the Senate agriculture, nutrition and forestry committees and his book
Agricultural Thought in the 20th Century discusses
these subjects.
Other positions he has held include serving on the
foreign relations committee and being appointed a
United Nations delegate. In 1982, McGovern founded
Americans for Common Sense which aided minorities and the poor.
McGovern is from South Dakota and has a doctorate from Northwestern University.

Shuttle lands;
goals fulfilled
by LeeSlegel
Associated Press writer

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. — Space
shuttle Atlantis streaked down through the atmosphere and glided safely home Monday after a fiveday mission that sent the long-delayed Galileo
spacecraft on a 2.4-billion-mile journey to Jupiter.
Atlantis touched down at 9:32 a.m. in a light
breeze, cutting short its mission by two 90-minute orbits to get down before predicted high winds came up
on Rogers Dry Lake. Before the landing, dense fog
had shrouded the base.
"Atlantis, congratulations on an outstanding mission," said capsule communicator Ken Cameron in
Houston. "You've extended the shuttle's reach to the
outer planets."
"It's nice to be home," shuttle commander Donald
Williams replied.
A relatively modest crowd estimated at about
See Shuttle, page 5

The arraignment of a Bowling Green
man arrested Sunday morning for aggravated menacing and assault has
been continued until next Monday.
Thomas Worthington, 1063 Carol
Road, requested a continuance at his
arraignment Monday in order to consult with an attorney, according to a
spokeswoman for the Bowling Green
Municipal Court.
Police said Worthington returned to
his parents' house on Carol Road,
where he had been living with a female
friend, early Sunday morning.
After he began quarreling with his
female friend and overturned the
kitchen table, his father left the residence and his mother tried to intercede, police said.
Worthington reportedly slammed his
mother's hand in a door when she tried
to dispel the quarrel. She was treated
and released from Wood County Hospital, police said.
Worthington's female friend locked
herself in the bathroom and telephoned
the police department, while Worthington reportedly retrieved a rifle and allegedly threatened to kill her, police
Before police arrived, Worthington
kicked in the bathroom door and allegedly beat the woman while his
mother reportedly hid the rifle, police
said.
According to police, Worthington was
extremely uncooperative and refused
to be processed.
He was released on a $1,400 bond, 10
percent of the determined amount.

BG News/Pal Mlngarelli

Enlightening the Mind
After last week's inclement weather, Monday's weather allowed students to spend time outside. Senior Joe Blhn reads an article from Newsweek about animal research for a discussion in his Great Ideas class at the pond behind the Student Recreation
Center. Today will be partly sunny with high about 65.

Numerous fault lines span U.S.
by John Teare
USA Today-CN Network writer

WASHINGTON — Throw darts at a map of the
United States and you have an 80 percent chance of
hitting an area of significant earthquake risk.
Beyond California and the central Nevada basin,
the nation is packed with known risk points and belts.
Memphis, Term., Yellowstone National Park in
northwest Wyoming, Charleston, S.C., two thirds of
Washington state, half of Utah, a long finger up
through central New Mexico, and most of New England from St. Johnsbury, Vt. south to Philadelphia
are among the worst.
Only Texas, central Oregon, the Louisiana-Florida
Gulf Coast — which have their own hurricane problems — and the Upper Midwest-Great Plains from
Michigan to the Dakotas appear to escape significant
risk.
Experts long have targeted Memphis as the city of
worn earthquake risk east of the Rocky Mountains.
That fate results from the city's size and proximity
to the famed New Madrid Fault, an area of proven
geological instability centered in the southeastern
corner of Missouri and nestled in a crook of the Mississippi River.
In 1811, church bells tolled as far as Boston, 1,000
miles away, after an earthquake, later estimated at
8.6 intensity on the Richter scale, hit New Madrid.
Two others, graded at 8.4 and 8.7, followed the next
year.
In time, the New Madrid shocks came to be regarded as more violent and intense than San Francisco's 1906 earthquake, estimated at 8.7 on the Richter scale.

Researchers at the earthquake center, on the
campus of the State University of New York at Buffalo, predict a 75 to 95 percent chance of a major,
sixth magnitude earthquake in the East by the turn
of the century — and near total probability of it
within 10 years after.

"If the quake happened during
school hours, 26 percent of total
casualties would be children and
teachers."
-Arch Johnston, director of the
Tenn. Earthquake Information Center

Around New Madrid in the central Mississippi
River valley from central Illinois south to eastern
Arkansas, the special catch of even a moderate
earthquake is that the area's geology radiates seismic shock far more efficiently than other parts of the
country.
A Federal Emergency Management Agency
worst-case study of Memphis four years ago posted
that 2,500 to 4,000 people would die in a daytime
quake there.
"If the quake happened during school hours, 26
percent of total casualties would be children and

teachers," Arch Johnston, director of the Tennessee
Earthquake Information Center at Memphis State
University said.
Other likely effects: extensive Mississippi River
flooding, severe fire damage from ruptures of 360
miles of cast-iron natural gas pipeline in the Memphis area, toxic chemical releases from two area
plants, and substantial highway and railway damage.
Elsewhere, Boston and New York seem especially
ripe for cataclysmic disaster.
"Those East River apartment buildings (in New
York City) scare the hell out of me," Robert Ketter,
the National Earthquake Center director said, in
commenting on the New England outlook last year.
Elsewhere, similar scenarios abound as scientists
discover new evidence of past earthquakes and fault
lines.
In the Pacific Northwest, scientists have intensified research of the continent's gradual westward
movement into the Pacific where it overrides distinc. ridges of the ocean floor at a rate of about 13
feet per century.
This cosmic creep or "subduction" is thought to
produce heat and lava for the dozen currently dormant volcanoes alone the Cascade Range from
northern California to British Columbia. Another byproduct: earthquakes.
Further east, experts in Idaho and Montana point
to an impressive list of earthquakes stretching back
into antiquity that dwarf the magnitude of Tuesday's
California shock.
Wherever and whenever it came, each outbreak
seems to have caught history and mankind unprepared.
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Bay Area needs
a Series delay
There's a time for work and a time for play.
Unfortunately, in San Francisco, priorities
have become a little clouded.
During the weekend, the damage estimate for the
San Francisco earthquake was raised to $7.1 billion
dollars, making it the most costly natural disaster
in United States history. Also, as debris is cleared,
the death toll rises.
While a fallen expanse of 1-880 still entombs victims, perhaps survivors of the quake, the city and
the nation are considering options on what to do
about playing out the World Series. After the
tragedy of the earthquake, the last thing the Bay
Area needs is to have its much-coveted Series taken
away; however, need the Series be resumed so
soon?
A community is gathering its living and burying
its dead - a community of which the baseball
players themselves are a part. The first concern of
people touched by the tragedy is for their families,
friends and neighbors. This is evident even in the
offices of Major League Baseball, as they have decided to forgo the champagne celebration at the end
of the Series for a prayer service.
Allowing perhaps a month to pass would give the
people of the Bay Area time to get their lives in
some semblence of order.
An argument in favor of proceeding with the
fame immediately can be made. It could give San
ranciscans a chance to escape the reality of their
situation for a few hours. It could lift their spirits.
But the people of the Bay Area have to go home
sometime - that is, if they have a house to go home
to.

Officials seek
grace period
Ohio's legislative leaders appear to be serious
about nailing down child-support guidelines
for the state's judges to follow....
Democrats and Republicans alike asked the federal government, which initially had set an October
deadline for adoption of acceptable rules, to grant
Ohio a grace period. (Senate President Stanley J.)
Aronoff says White House officials are giving the
state until April 1 to conform its rules to federal
law.
Had the feds stuck to their original timetable.
Ohio would be subject to withholding of federal
money from child-support enforcement programs
at the county level.
Ohio can ill afford to place such money in jeopardy....
Let's do what is necessary to get the money
where it's most needed. The well-being of splintered famihes and the care of dependent children
ought to be the first priority.
The above editorial was reprinted courtesy of the
Columbus Dispatch.
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A Market Square Hero Dennis Robaugh

Feeling just a bit of Angry Candy
It's conventional wisdom that
the proper way to mourn the
death of a loved one is in private
— away from the people pressing onward in their daily routine.
If that were true, we'd have
never been blessed with Dylan
Thomas's poem of rage — The
Dying of the Light" — as his
father faced death.
Or Harlan Ellison's bitter
short stories commemorating
the avalanche of deaths he had
to deal with over a two-year
period, in Angry Candy.
Or even Atlanta Constitution,
columnist Lewis Grizzard's
rambling, salty memories of his
father in his book My Daddy was
a Pistol and I'm a Son of a Gun.
They say sorrow isn't supposed to find its way into the
lives of others —others who have
to go on with the business of living.
But an old friend of mine — a
mentor, of sorts, who's a bit
wiser than those with conven-

tional wisdom — once told me
that writing it down is, in a
sense, a way of letting it go.
And she's never steered me
wrong.
In a dingy Strongsville motel
room, a 20-year-old girl was shot
three times at close range in the
chest with a .38-caliber handgun
Friday night.
The murderer left a note. The
note said the dead girl was the
best thing that had ever hapE>ned to him. They had met at
ent State University. He said
he loved her.
Then the murderer sat himself
on the next bed and shot himself
in the head.
It probably was true — she
was the best thing that could've
happened to him.
But then, she was the best
thing that could've happened to
any guy who had the sense to

•I rights reserved
EdSonal Office
210 West Hal Ph: (419) 3723003

Bootna Oreen Stele University
BowSng Oreen. Ohio 43403-0278
8:00 s.m to 6:00 p m
Monday through Friday

I remember delivering pizza
to her home — a condominium
on the other side of town. We'd
sit on her porch in the dark and
talk, mostly about nothing,
while my boss fumed as deliveries stacked up.
I'd come back to work and get
chewed out as I picked up a few
more deliveries. I would smile
as I walked back out the door to
get into my car.
I remember watching her play
the part of Daisy Mae in the musicalLiJ" Abner, and teasing her
about how the skimpy costume
she wore seemed to shrink day
by day.

Letters
Tolerance, not vandalism, key to campus diversity
To the Editor:
I wish to commend Dennis
Robaugh on his Oct. 17 editorial.
I, too, was angered at the immature and discriminatory behaviors of some of the University's
students on the days following
National Coming Out Day. Two
days after this event was a
major visitation day which hundreds of prospective students attended. Imagine the impression
the derogatory comments about
homosexuals written all over the
campus made on these former
students. The moment I saw
those comments was the first

and only time I can honestly say
I was ashamed of being a BGSU
student. I in no way wanted to be
considered a part of a group that
could treat others in such a way.
By displaying posters and
symbols promoting that day's
meaning, BG's homosexual
community was not asking
heterosexuals to condone homosexuality. I believe they were
trying to promote awareness
that would lead to acceptance of
their status as equal human beings. Why are some people so intolerant that they cannot accept

another person as a human being just because that person's
sexual preference is different
from theirs? Certainly not all relationships are based on sex, but
apparently some people have
such closed minds that they
cannot get past their prejudices
to see the person behind the lifestyle. Maybe Mr. Robaugh was
right when be said, "Perhaps a
few more noses need to be
socked. Just on principle."
BethHartel
415 Darrow

Bigotry, insults more insulting than pink triangles
To the Editor:
On Oct. 11. several pink triangles — symbols of gay pride —
appeared around campus. By
Oct. 13, a number of anti-gay
epithets were scrawled in chalk
over the pink triangles.
We, as members of the Lesbian and Gay Alliance (LAGA),
share several concerns about
the events of last week.
1) The pink triangles were
drawn by individuals who wished to make a statement. They
were not part of any official action by LAGA, nor does LAGA,
as a campus organization, endorse vandalism.
2) The slurs which were
scrawled over the pink triangles
represent overt hostility toward

the gay community, as well as
toward LAGA. Such outright bigotry is wholly reprehensible
and cannot be tolerated by the
people of this university. Those
responsible for these hate-filled
diatribes have shown their true
cowardice.
3) Where does the University
administration stand on this issue? How can such a public expression of hostility against a
minority group on this campus
be allowed to occur without so
much as a statement of position
from the University? Had these
slurs been directed toward
blacks or Hispanics or another
minority group, the administration would have instantly issued
denouncements and actively

sought out the perpetrators (and
rightly so). Why, then, is such
hatred tolerated when it is directed at homosexuals?
In short, we hope that these
events will bring about one positive effect: to generate and encourage discussion among diverse groups of people on campus and enable all of us to develop tolerance toward the lifestyles of others.
Christine Harm
Brian Lee
Prank Biles
David Steeves
Jason Peslikis
KevynSpeakur
ToddGarvin

Respond
The editorial page regularly features columnists
who write on a variety of
topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. Hie News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may
be expressed in letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words In length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for verification, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News

by John Boissy
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People meet each other every
day. They live and they love.
They fight and laugh. They misunderstand; they go their separate ways. Changed in some
small or great way.
A family grieves today, more
than I, at the senselessness of
her death.
Three bullets in the chest in a
dingy motel room, killed by a
man who said he loved her.
What a damn stinking way to
die.
Robaugh, a junior newseditorial major, is a BG News
columnist. His column appears
every Tuesday and Friday.
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I remember surreptitiously
following her home during a
blizzard because I knew she
couldn't drive well in a snow
storm and wouldn't admit it to
anyone.
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treat her right and hold on to
her.
When people become part of a
person's life, no matter now long
or how briefly, they influence
each other in ways that aren't
always obvious until some time
down the road.
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Campus Life
SICSIC keeps spirit alive
Secret organization strives
to stir up students' support
by Jeremy S. Weber
reporter

Every Wednesday night, six
otherwise normal University
students lie to their friends arid
don frightful-looting masks to
go out to paint the town red
(and black).
These students comprise
SICSIC, a group formed in 1947
by former University President Frank J. Prout to promote
school spirit.
Every week the group leaves
its trademark by posting red
and black signs in support of
upcoming events around campus, and according to Gregg
DeCrane, SICSIC adviser, the
group's efforts seem to be paying off.
There's been a renewed interest in campus spirit in general," DeCrane said. "You can
see it at women's volleyball
and basketball games,1 and
hopefully it's spreading.'
SICSIC members, however,
do not take direct credit for
their work.
The members' identities are
unknown to people outside the
group because they wear
masks and costumes while
theydo their work.
'The purpose of the masks
and anonymity is to lend a sort
of mystique to the whole operation, DeCrane said.
Sometimes this can cause
Sroblems for the members,
lough, such as expla inin g why
they leave every Wednesday.
'It's incredibly difficult to
make up excuses why you go
out at night," said a member
identifiedas SICSIC Number 1.

• ••*

"I usually use the excuse that
I'm seeing a girl."
DeCrane said the members'
identities are unveiled in the
spring of their senior years.
Although group members
agreed that SlCSIC's popularity is on the rise, this has not
always been the case.
"The group really bottomed
out a year to a year and a half
ago." DeCrane said. "A lot of
students felt that the signs had
become distasteful. We now
have all-new members, elected
within the past year. We're trying to get back to the ideas set
forth by President (Frank)
Prout"
"I came into the group right
after all (the problems), so I
kind of got the tail end of it
from the students," Number 1
said. "We are careful not to
offend anybody and to make
signs that are uplifting — that
make students think about
things going on around them."
Two students are selected at
the end of their freshman year
based on grade point average
and campus involvement, DeCrane said.
"When you think about it, it
is really an honor to be selected
for the group, because only two
people out of an entire class
are picked," he said.
In spite of the time it takes
out of their schedules, the
members of SICSIC agree the
work is worth it.
"Most of the time it's fun,"
Number 1 said. "Sometimes, if
you have tests and homework
it's hard, but you lust remind
yourself that everybody before
you did it."
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Pep group plans
to 'scream' pride
by Jeremy S. Weber

reporter
Although SICSIC is by far the oldest spirit group on campus, it is
not without competitors, and SCREAM is one of its newest.
SCREAM — Students Creating Real Excitement And Motivation
— was formed this fall to generate spirit and pride for the University JBeth Dudley, founder of the group said.
The group consists of about 20 members, but has not begun to participate in spirit activities.
"Right now we're trying to get our name out and get new members, SCREAM member Kimberlie Goldsberry said. "When we get
our membership up and form our leadership, then we can start getting involved."
The group held an organizational meeting earlier this fall and has
another meeting planned for next week.
Although SCREAM is not directly connected with SICSIC, Goldsberry said the members of the new group hope to help SICSIC and
other groups such as the marching band and cheerleaders increase
student excitement.
"I think there's been a renewed interest in campus spirit in general," SICSIC adviser Gregg DeCrane said. "That's why groups
such as SCREAM are forming."
"(SCREAM is) a way to decrease student apathy for student
events," Goldsberry said. "We want to make events, whether they
be athletic or other student-sponsored events, more fun for everybody,"she said.

UAO sponsors
red ribbon week

Spiritual Dance
Two members of SICSIC dance before the Falcons' football game
vs. Toledo.

"For me, I really enjoy
everything the group does,'
Number A said. I don't consider it a job. It's just something I do to bring school spirit
intoBG."
DeCrane said the group has a
great deal going for it because

past SICSIC members are
some of the most distinguished
alumni on campus.
"The length of time the
group has functioned and the
honor associated with being in
it make it unlike any other
group on campus," DeCrane
said.

1

Join the fight for Clean Air .

• •••

As a part of National Red Ribbon Week, the University is remembering those who have died from alcohol or drugs.
On Oct. 23,1985 Enrique Camarena became the first federal drug
agent tilled in the line of duty. Prevention Center Director Jacque
Daley said.
"The red ribbon became the symbol to reduce the demand for
drugs," she said.
The National Federation of Parents for Drug Free Use are responsible for the red ribbon movement, she said.
Locally, the crimson campaign is an extension of last week's alcohol awareness program and is being sponsored by the University Activities Organization, she said.
UAO red ribbon committee representative Craig Mack said their
goal "is to create awareness about the alcohol and drug problem facing every community and to present a unified and visible commitment toward the support of an alcohol and drug free America."
He said they have been distributing red ribbons throughout the
week and more are available in the UAO office for those who want to
show their support.
"If people use illicit drugs, they're contributing to the drug problem in America," Daley said.

SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
PICK UP THIS SATURDAY FROM 2-5
AT WOOSTER ST. BURGER KING
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College sponsors program USG senators
High school students invited to explore careers in education
by Michelle Bank*
staff writer

have at least a 2.S grade point average and
good college entrance examination scores.

More than 60 outstanding high school juniors and seniors will experience University
life through a program sponsored by the College of Education and Allied Professions.
On Oct. 30 the college will hold its sixth
annual Select Student Day, where outstanding students come to the University to find
out more about majors in education.
"(The) nature of this program is to address more qualified and more minority students," program coordinator Sandra
McKenzie said.
The qualifications require students to

"The shortage of minority
teachers is a national
concern,"
-Sandra McKenzie, program
coordinator
"The purpose of the program is to invite a
specific population to campus and expose
them to different aspects of college life,"
McKenzie said.

While on campus, the students will attend
class with University students with the same
academic interests.
"They will actually go to class and get a
feel for what classes and professors are all
about," she said.
The need to increase minority teachers in
the United States is also a motive of the progam.
"The shortage of minority teachers is a
national concern," she said. "When they
come here we encourage them to look into
the teaching field as a career option.
"It's a specific tool for recruiting for a
specific group of students," McKenzie said.
Students from Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan will be participating in the program.

GSS events lack attendance
Frazer cited attendance — or
the lack of it — at GSS-sponsored events as a reason behind
thisproblem.
"There's a lack of organization, and I know graduate students are busy, but we're not
getting a lot of attendance at our
events," he said.
Without the attendance and
input of graduate students, it is
difficult to set goals for a gradu-

by Lynn Gagel
staff writer
Lack of direction is plaguing
the Graduate Student Senate,
according to President Ricardo
Frazer, and because of that,
"graduate students on the campus have not yet really been
At Friday's GSS meeting,

VIDEO DELIVERY TO
BOWLING GREEN
118 S. ENTERPRISE

^DELIVE

354-LATE
MOVIES, NINTENDO, VCR'S

MON - WED SPECIALS
$5.00
$2.69

VCR and 1 MOVIE DELIVERED
1 MOVIE DELIVERED
M-Th
Fri
Sat
Sun

Every Tuesday

Rent 2 25 FREE
3 movies delivered $5.19

4:30-12:00
4:30- 1:00
2:00- 1:00
2:00-12:00

ate student government, Frazer
said.
"We need to make some decisions about what we want to
do, what we can do." Frazer
said. "If we're going to do anything, we need to get rolling ...
There's a need tor us as a
governing body to become a bit
more cohesive."
Suggestions for GSS often
comeui the form of complaints,
Frazer said, but more positive
comments on what it should accomplish are welcome.
"we need to come alive, get
excited about what we've gotgoing," said Wayne Berman, GSS
program coordinator. "We want
to create the kind of intellectual
and social environment that we
need. Doing that without any in-

put is difficult."
Frazer said he thinks graduate students need to combat the
rising anti-intellectualism at the
University. He said events and
discussions on campus represent significant losses.
"A repressive wave confronts
us right here on this campus,"
Increased attendance at GSS
events and GSS committee discussion on concerns raised at
these events are two actions that
could help point GSS in the right
direction, Frazer said.
GSS will also be distributing a
questionnaire to all graduate
students to find out what they
are "thinking and asking
about," he said.

<? FALCON FEVER! CATCH in <?
KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
Come See Us for Halloween
We Have Pumpkins Galore!
At the end of S. College
906 Napoleon Rd. 353-8381
M-F 8-5
Sal 8-4
Sun Noon-4

Bowl 'n' Greenery

pass new bill
by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

Attempting to encourage communication between the students and their representative body at the University, Undergraduate Student Government senators passed a bill Monday
night to reinstitute the 1988-89 Outreach Program.
Yellow Outreach cards will be placed in residence halls, the
University Union and other yet undetermined campus locations as a result of the bill. Cards can be returned to USG in
boxes at the same locations or through campus mail.
The cards are available so students can address concerns to
USG, or bring issues they feel are important to the attention of
their student government.
The program's operation is one of the goals President Kevin
Coughlin outlined for USG for the semester, and Outreach
operates through USG's student welfare committee.
"A link with the students is going to be a top priority with
(the committee)," Coughlin said.
Because cards and the boxes are left over from last year,
cost of the program will be minimal, Student Welfare Coordinator Diana Ritchey said.
The program operated last year without senatorial consent,
but a bill was proposed this year to increase awareness of Outreach, said Jennifer Afrates, who sponsored the bill.
Public awareness of the program will increase because senators know about the program and will spread the word to their
contituents, she said.
Outreach will let students know that "USG is a user-friendly
organization," she said.

Blotter
[An attempted break-in at the
University greenhouse caused
$50 damage to a plant and two
window screens which were cut
at the east end of the building
last Tuesday.
DA refund check, valued at
was stolen from a room in
?ers Hall last Tuesday.
!: A meal coupon book, valued
at $120, was stolen from Harshman Dining Hall last Tuesday.
D University police observed
two people leaving Lot 12 in a
suspicious manner Thursday.
Upon further investigation, officers confiscated a meat hook, a
gas cap, two speakers and another person's identification
from them.
.More than $200 damage was
SPIRITS NEED A LIFT?

AH You Can Eat
• Hot Entrees Daily
• Mon
Oriental
• Tues
Mexican
• Wed
Cajun
• Thurs
Italian
• Fri
-American
• Fresh Salad Bar
• Hot Homemade Soup
• Piping Hot Rolls & Baked Potato
• Choice of Beverage
Hours: M - F

done to a car in Lot 8 Thursday
when someone scratched the entire length of the driver's side.
DA purse was stolen from the
women's restroom in the Student Services Building Thursday, when it was left behind.
DA bank card, $20 in cash,
several credit cards, and an
Ohio driver's license were stolen
from an unattended and unlocked room in Compton Hall
Thursday.
(.'A car window in Lot 6 was
shattered Thursday, causing
$200 in damage.
More than $200 damage was
done to a car in Lot 12 when the
driver's side window was
broken, the dashboard was
damaged and two speakers were
stolenThursday.
DA stereo and speakers were
stolen from a car in the Dunbar
HaU parking lot Friday.
' Two orange pads, valued at
$400, were stolen from a football
practice sled at the football stadium Friday.
DA visitor to the University
was located on the floor of a residence hall and transported by
city ambulance to Wood County
Hospital Friday. She had been
issued a warning for liquor law
violation earlier in the evening.

11:30 - 2:00..$3.99
4:00-7:00....$4.50

Located in the University Union
Food Coupons Accepted From 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

<■

UPDATE
Put-In-Bay
Camping
October 27, 28

Leave:
Return:
Where:
Price:

Friday. Oct. 27
at 6:00 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
early afternoon
Put-In-Bay
Approximately $13
which includes food,
camping, equipment
and transportation

COLLEGE BOWL
October 29, 30 and
November 1
8:00 -10:00 p.m.
Winners will go to regional
competition in Windsor,
Canada
* Siftn-aps end Oct. 25 •

* * * • *

MOVIES
• • • • •
Pet Semetary
Friday & Saturday
October 27 & 28
8, io. & Midnight
210 MSC
Admission Si.50

Thursday Night Movie
October 26
9:00 p.m.
210 MSC
Island of Lost Souls

FREE !
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Campus Rims Night at
Friday, October 27
9:00 p.m. - midnight
in The Falcon's Nest
Wear a costume and get
a chance to win movie
passes for Pet Semetary!

October 30 & 31
1fc00-4:00
Halhtty in MSC
ftti tfe« w§»r
NtfrM iMT Wn(5 |^
MI MI ywi

UAO and 93Q
present
HOWIE MANDEL
in concert
Tuesday, November
14
8:00p.m.
Anderson Arena
Tickets on sale at Union
Information Desk 10:00
a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Finders, Boogie Records,
Abbey Road, and
The Shed
$11.00 for B.G. students
$14.00 for general public

FREE
.'/a GARLIC BREAD
with Cheese
w/purchase of a Pasta Dinner

Any 1 Item
10" Pan Pizza
For *3.00

Pollyeyes Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

Pollyeyes Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

Pollyeyes Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

coupon expires 11/15/89

coupon expires 11/15/89

coupon expires 11/15/89

Buy Burrito get Nacho
w/ cheese for only *1.00 !
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Red Cross offers relief
Donations collected for earthquake, hurricane victims
by Jennifer Today
staff writer

Toledo and area residents have reached out to
help the California earthquake victims by donating funds, according to the financial development
director for Toledo's American Red Cross.
Leslie Swigart said more than $4,000 has been
donated by local citizens as of last Friday.
"The response from the community is very
heartwarming and generous," she said.
One Toledo businessman has made a personal
challenge to everyone in the area to donate one
hour's worth of pay for the disaster victims, Swigart said.
When a disaster occurs, a disaster trained staff
and volunteers are sent to the sites, she said.
Currently, Swigart said six people are out on assignment: three in Puerto Rico, two in the Carolina's and one was sent to California Monday.
Dick Oakley, director of Wood County district office of American Red Cross, said cash donations
are being accepted and are "much appreciated."

Since buying necessary equipment in the San
Francisco area is easier, cash efforts from area
chapters are quite appropriate, he said.
However, the Toledo area American Red Cross
has yet to reach its $117,000 goal for the Hurricane
Hugo victims, Oakley said.
But Swigart said a goal for the earthquake victims has not been set yet because each chapter still
has not been cost assessed.
Latest estimates for the earthquake relief effort
total $20 million, which is divided among all of the
American Red Cross chapters, she said.
There is $10 million in the disaster relief fund,
however Hurricane Hugo is costing the American
Red Cross 42 million, she said.
Relief efforts are also being made by sheltering
over 5,000 victims in the Bay area and serving over
seven million meals to the earthquake and both
Hurricane Hugo and Jerry victims, she said.
Students interested in making donations for
either the earthquake or hurricane victims can
send or drop off their contributions to the Wood
County American Red Cross office.

Entrepreneur douses BG
party scene in 'hot water'
by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

When most University students think of a party, getting
wet is not part of the picture. But
a new Bowling Green businessman wants to add hot, bubbling water to the party scene.
Scott Rood visited Purdue University four years ago and talked to a man who ran a hot tub
rental business. This year Rood
opened a similar rental business
in Bowling Green.
"He said he was having fun
with it and making a little
money," Rood said. ''It looked
like something fun to do and
something the students would
enjoy."
Rood, who has lived in Bowling Green for several years, said
he believes hot tubs are an
alternative to going to the bars.
"(With a hot tub) the party
scene is a little mellower and
everybody gets in and gets relaxed," said Rood, who describes himself as an entrepreneur.
In October, he bought a hot
tub, mounted it on a trailer and

began renting it to students at a
rate of $250 for a three-day
period and $125 for a single
night.
It has been rented out every
weekend since, he said, and an
increasing demand for his product has propelled him to buy two
additional not tubs in the past
three weeks.
Two of the hot tubs are installed on trailers and a third —
not yet in service — is portable.
"One tub (in service) seats
eight," Rood said. "The tub we
were using last weekend seats 10
to 12 comfortably, but we had 16
people in there and everybody
was having a good time — there
were legs and feet everywhere."
Tubs can be rented "by the
night, weekend, week —
whatever they want to do,"
Rood said.
Renters do not need to worry
about assembly because an employee of the rental company
drives the trailer to the site and
sets it up. The tubs run on propane or grounded electric, he
said, and take about two hours to
heat their water.
"It's just like having a spa in
your backyard." he said.

Moving Day

BG News/John Potter

Bob Yoast. of University Inventory Management, moves part of a desk out of ShaUel Hali Monday afternoon. All offices which were previously in Shatzel are being relocated to "temporary" offices in the College Park Office Building until renovations have been completed on Shatzel Hall sometime next year.

• •••••••

Y'lure astute enough to discuss the

After the rental period, the tub
is picked up, the water is
drained out and the ttth is sanitized, which Rood said is about a
four-hour process.
Because the tubs are on
trailers, the market for hot tub
rental is limited to off-campus
areas, he said.
"On campus, there's not really anywhere I can set it up," he
said.
Rood credited word of mouth
with the success of his business
so far, and said most people contacting him have seen or heard
about a hot tub at a party.
"We've had some pretty big
parties — we've got repeat renters already." he said.
Although business is thriving
now, Rood said his conversations with other hot tub rental
business owners have indicated
that summer will be his slowest
season.
"Wintertime — when it's
snowing out and below zero and
the steam is coming off — that's
the big season," he said.
Rood operates his business using the phone number of JT's
Carry out, but he said the rentals
are not associated with JT's.

r philosophical ramifieat ions of
Victor franW's "Existential Vacuum!

HALLOWEEN
gifts t cards • treats
greek items

And you're still smoking:

Shuttle
□ Continued from page 1.
20,000 was on hand to watch
Williams, pilot Michael McCulley and mission specialists
Shannon Lucid, Ellen Baker and
Franklin Chang-Diaz come
home.
"The vehicle looks amazingly
clean. We did not see, with a
a nick inspection, any significant
le damage — a little nick here
and a nick there," William Lenoir, an acting associate administrator of NASA, said at a postlanding news conference.
The successful deployment of
the nuclear-powered Galileo accomplished the mission's main
goal about six and one-half
hours after blastoff Wednesday
from Cape Canaveral, Fla.
The $1.5 billion spacecraft was
said to be operating flawlessly,
passing the million-mile mark at
a speed of nearly 9,000 mph relative to Earth, on a looping, sixyear trip to explore Jupiter.
Problems in the shuttle proSam, including the 1986 Challger explosion, helped delay
the start of Galileo's trip by seven years. While a shuttle sent
the Magellan orbiter toward
Venus in May and will deploy
the Ulysses spacecraft to orbit
the sun's poles next October,
scientists plan to use unmanned
rockets to launch subsequent
planetary spacecraft.
"We're obviously relieved the
shuttle gave us a magnificent
ride," said Neal Austrian, Galileo mission director for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
"But we're also pleased we're
not going to be depending on the
space shuttle as the only way
into space."
Several groups unsuccessfully
sought to prevent the shuttle
launch for fear that an accident
could release radioactive fuel
into the atmosphere over Florida. A federal judge refused to
halt the flight.
The crew fired Atlantis' big
braking rockets to drop out of
orbit, and the 97-ton winged
spaceship made a fiery descent
toward California, crossing the
coast at four times the speed of
sound, 105,000 feet over Malibu.
McCulley put the hurtling orbiter through speed-shedding
maneuvers, rocking the Los
Angeles area with the shuttle's
signature twin sonic booms,
then lightly set Atlantis on the
clay runway where it rolled to a
stop on the black-dotted centerline.

GREENBRIAR INC.
NOW HAS
Spring Semester Rentals
Available
•
•
•
•

Houses
3 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
1 Bedroom &
Efficiencies

CONVERSATIONAL PIT GROUP

EUROPEAN PUB BACK

Entire Grouping Classic Decorator
Fabrics

3 Pc. SetIncludes Sofa,
Loveseat, & Chair

Call Greenbriar Inc.
352-0717

Typeset Resumes

'HUNT
This is not a coupon.
This is not a special offer.
This is the regular price
tor a quality typeset resume
at UniGraphlcs.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
That's the special.

UniGraphics
211 West Hall 372-7418
'Pnce does not include tax Second page $8 00
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Old ship unsafe for divers Human strategy
by Jeff Barker
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — The Monitor, the ironclad Civil War ship that sank 127 years ago
in a gale after a celebrated battle with the
Confederate ship Merrimack, still finds itself surrounded by turbulence.
The government's refusal for safety
reasons to allow anyone to dive to the ironclad Monitor's watery grave for the last 10
years has angered divers, who believe the
ship is on the verge of collapsing.
If that happens, it will be the end of part of
our "national heritage," a divers' lobbying
group said last week. "Underlying this controversy is how far the government should
go to protect the individual from undertaking a somewhat dangerous activity," the In-

ternational Scuba Association said.
Photographing the Monitor has become an
obsession for marine explorer Gary Gentile.
43, of Philadelphia, who has enlisted the aid
of his congressman and fellow scuba enthusiasts to help him get permission for the
dive.

way.

Last week he sat through a day-long hearing before a NOAA administrative law judge
who considered previous denials of three of
his requests — each varying slightly — to
make the 220-foot dive using scuba gear. The
judge will study the case further before
malting a recommendation to the National
In the last five years, Gentile said be has Ocean Service, a branch of NOAA.
"Anyone who has put this much blood and
filed 11 permit applications and written 51
letters to the National Oceanic and Atmo- sweat Into it — it would be terrific if he could
spheric Administration, which oversees the meet NOAA's conditions," said Peter Dewreck 16 miles off the Cape Hatteras coast in Coursey, spokesman for Rep. Robert Borski,
D-Pa., who has been trying to speed up the
North Carolina.
administration's consideration of Gentile's
Gentile, who said his quest has cost him requests.
The problem is bureaucratic territoriathousands of dollars, has begun filing federal Freedom of Information Act requests to lity," Gentile said in an interview after the
a to obtain information from NOAA that hehearing. "NOAA wants to preserve the
eves will not be forthcoming any other wreck tor themselves.''

State gas tax finances roads
by Beth Grace
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS - Gov. Richard
Celeste on Monday credited the
state gasoline tax for financing a
$259 million road construction
program that he said would spur
economic development.
The program, with one exception, will use state and local

money to pay for 28 construction
projects around the state,
Celeste said.
The governor said the project
is the first return on the increase
in the state's gasoline tax imposed by the legislature earlier
this year. Lawmakers voted to
increase the tax 5.2 cents per
gallon by 1991, when it will reach
20 cents per gallon.
"Our intention is to see to it

that the few pennies a gallon
Ohio drivers pay in gasoline tax
are returned to them in the form
of millions of dollars in wellplanned roadways," Celeste
said.
The new projects, to be completed by the end of 1991, also
are an investment in the state's
economic future, be said.
"We know that a good, dependable infrastructure is essential

to the economic health and wellbeing and for the physical health
of our citizens, said Celeste.
"To be truly competitive, we've
got to have a transportation
system that serves all parts of
our state efficiently, that provides a transportation backbone."
In total, 19 counties will see
road and bridge improvements
under the new program.

WE'RE INTO
HEAVYMETAL

The draft beer kee. It's awkward. It's bulky And it's not particularly attractive.
But in all our years in the brewing business we've found no other container better
suited for maintaining the consistent quality of real, ice-cold draft beer than the keg.
So whenever you purchase Budweiser draft beer, it comes from a keg.
Not because we still care that much about kegs. But because we
still care that much about quality
Draft beer in kegs. Its just one of the reasons why %9*
Budweiser has remained the King of Beers, for more than**
%BNL
110 years.
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beats computer
by Paul Geitner
Associated Press writer

NEW YORK — It was a battle of world chess champions —
man vs. computer —and the mind proved mightier man the
microchip. For now.
The world champion, 26-year-old Garri Kasparov, coasted to
two victories Sunday over Deep Thought, a chess-playing computer that can analyze over 700,000 moves a second.
Kasparov said at first he missed the psychological tension
and energy of a human opponent.
But then he "felt a burst of energy from the audience wanting me to really crush the computer. Because we all have
something in common — we are all human beings."
The champion said computers are moving in the right direction, and predicted machines will be able to beat strong
grandmasters in two or three years.
"I'm very happy I could do in both games what I wanted,"
said Kasparov, who hasn't lost a tournament since 1981. "In the
first game, with black, I played quietly. In the second game, I
tried to crush it in the opening."
The winner of the 1989 World Computer Chess Championship
retired from the first game after Kasparov's 52nd move.
Playing white in the second game, Kasparov took Deep
Thought's queen in move 18. The computer hung on for 19 more
moves before resigning.
The champion noted the computer kept playing long after a
flesh-and-blood opponent would have resigned.
"I think the computer needs to be taught something — how to
resign," he said.

Census to
focus on
minorities
by Kristi Umbrelt
Associated Press writer

CLEVELAND (AP) — Hiring
minorities and the homeless to
help in the 1990 census is at least
one way to ensure an accurate
count for Ohio, which could lose
up to two U.S. representatives
because of population declines,
local officials said Monday.
Other local gimmicks planned
for getting the word out about
the upcoming head count are
messages stuffed into bank
statements and utility bills, and
reminders printed on grocery
bags, area census planners told
a special panel.
We are undertaking unprecedented efforts to make the
1990 census a success for Cleveland, Ohio and the nation."
Peter Bounpane, assistant director of the U.S. Census Bureau
said, during a hearing before
U.S. Reps. Tom Sawyer and
Louis Stokes, both Ohio Democrats.
Such hearings, also attended
by regional elected officials and
Census Bureau staff, have been
held in other states as well, to
foster cooperation between the
bureau and the local governments, Bounpane said.
The country' census, taken
every 10 years, has historically
under-counted minorities, ethnic populations and the homeless because often they are
afraid to give information about
themselves or are not reachable. Bounpane said.
For example, homeless people
living with friends in government housing buildings may be
afraid they'll be kicked out. or a
Hispanic person may fear he or
she will be deported, he said.
Patricia Quinoz, representing
the Hispanic Community Forum
in Cleveland, said the undercount for Cleveland Hispanlcs In
1980 was up to 30 percent, and
for African-Americans was
about 5.6 percent — both percentages the same as the
national ones.
Consequently, she said in
papers submitted to the subcommittee, about 8,000 Hispanics in Cleveland were not
counted, many of whom could
use the government aid programs and other benefits that
are based on census information.
"Despite the Census Bureau's
best effort, the 1980 census
missed many more black, Hispanic and other minorities than
it did whites," she said. "As a
result, communities most in
need of federal, state and local
funds to help these hard-toenumerate groups end up with
less than their fair share of
government funds."
The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that it will count about 250
million people this spring, and it
already has started opening
field offices and hiring workers.
Dorothy Jackson, deputy
mayor of Akron, said her city
would work hard to get the word
out about the census.
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Mistakes doom BG in loss to Hurons
"Ridle the
Redskins"
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Bowling Qr»«n B«v*rag«, Inc

by Andy Woodard
sports writer

BG News/Pat Mlngarelli
Eastern Michigan's Charles Nash attempts to break free from Bowling Green's Dave Jacobs. The Hurons won
Saturday's contest in Ypsilanti, Mich., 21-13, and in the process kept a firm grip on first place in the MidAmerican Conference.

YPSILANTI, Mich. - Bowling Green found itself in the MidAmerican Conference title hunt
this season because it hadn't
made many mistakes.
Saturday, the Falcons had
seven crucial miscues, helping
Eastern Michigan to a 21-13 victory before a crowd of 11,229 at
Rynearson Stadium.
BG made five turnovers and
two costly penalties nullifying
first downs deep in Eastern territory.
The Hurons' top-ranked MAC
defense sacked quarterback
Rich Dackin five times for 34
yards in losses and forced many
other hurried passes.
Dackin, the MAC's leading
passer, was held to 217 yards
and intercepted three times. The
senior had thrown only four
interceptions through the first
six games.
Add that up and Eastern (6-1-1
overall, W) in the MAC) still has
first place to itself with the Falcons (3-4,3-2) two games behind
in fourth.
"They got some sacks on us,
but our offensive line wasn't
overpowered. We made some
mistakes (turnovers) and their
Kessure hurt us, too," said BG
ad coach Moe Ankney, whose
team had just six turnovers going into the contest.
But none of BG's five turnovers set up Eastern scores.
The penalties seemed to be more
important.
With the score tied 7-7, the
Falcons had a third-and-five at
the Eastern 27. Dackin threw a
14-yard pass to wide receiver
Ron Heard, giving the Falcons a

Zeller
Lee
first down at the Huron 13.
But fullback Tony Lee was
flagged for an illegal shift, wiping out the first down.
Although the Falcons did
make a first down on the next
play, they never moved as close
as the 13 and had to settle for a
34-yard field goal by Jason Zeller with 14:11 left in the second
quarter.
Late in the third quarter with
Eastern leading 14-10, BG had
third-and-two at the Hurons' six.
Tailback LeRoy Smith ran for
three yards to set up a first-andgoal, but the play was called
Back due to holding.
Two plays later, Zeller kicked
a 29-yard field goal to move the
Falcons within 14-13.
"Those two penalties hurt us.
Those two stand out more so
than any of the others," said
Ankney, whose team made only
three penalties in the game
compared with eight for
Eastern. "Those two were drive
stoppers. They hurt us bad."
The Hurons' defensive pressure and secondary coverage
also hindered the BG offense.
Dackin's longest pass was a
25-yard screen to Smith. Heard
and fellow wide receiver Reggie
Thornton combined for lust six
catches and 74 yards, well under
their average of 10 receptions
for 151 yards.

"Basically, they played four
deep. They gave us everything
underneath and nothing deep,
Dackin said.
Smith and tight end Kyle
Hockman each caught seven
passes for a total of 138 yards.
The Falcons had another subKr effort on the ground, rushing
• just 71 yards.
"We shut off the big plavs,"
Eastern head coach Jim Harkema said. "That was our eighth
game and we've had six outstanding defensive games. I just
think we have a heckuva defense."
The Huron rushing game
wasn't bad. either, gaining 197
yards. Tailback Perry Foster
led the way with 95 yards and a
touchdown on 17 attempts.
His score, a two-yard dive,
came with 6:04 remaining in the
first quarter to give the Hurons
the lead.
The Falcons scored on their
next possession when Lee ran
one yard for his first collegiate
touchdown.
After Zeller's first field goal,
Eastern fullback Charles Nash
scored a touchdown from twoCls out 2:44 before the half.
Hurons led 14-10 at half time.
Zeller's second field goal cut
the lead to 14-13 midway through
the third quarter.
Eastern then drove 75 yards
on its next drive to score on
quarterback Tom Sullivan's
13-yard pass to wide receiver
Jon Pfeiier with 12:14 left in the
game.
The Falcons had three chances to drive for a touchdown and
tying two-point conversion, but
Dackin was intercepted twice
and fumbled once.
"Their good players came up
with great plays," Ankney said.

leers split with Buckeyes
OSU breaks seven-year jinx at BG Ice Arena
by Don Hensley
sports editor
Ohio State accomplished something it hadn't
been able to do in seven years when it beat the
hockey team in Bowling Green Saturday night to
salvage a split in the series.
The Buckeyes — whose last win in the BG Ice
Arena came when they defeated the Falcons 6-5 in
1982 — slipped past BG 5-3 Saturday after dropping
a 9-6 contest on Friday.
"We kicked ourselves in the butt a little Saturday morning and then got back to work at game
time," OSU head coach Jerry Welsh said. "We
didn't want to beat ourselves — it's an old cliche
but it worked at the time.''
,
The Falcons got on the board first Saturday, as
the two teams see-sawed through the first two
periods.
BG scored first on a Marc Potvin goal, but OSU
evened the score seconds before the end of the first
period when Derek Higdon's shot went between the
pads of BG goalie John Burke.
The Falcons then had appeared to take the lead
at the 4:17 mark of the second period when Nelson
Emerson — who has four goals and seven assists
already in the young season — broke in on the
Buckeyes' goalie Mike Bales and flipped the puck
past him after deking the goalie to the ice.
But, referee Matt Shegos disallowed the goal
when he called Otis Plageman for interfering with

the OSU player who was chasing Emerson.
"Their player just stepped in front of Otis and
fell down,'' BG head coach Jerry York said.
The Buckeyes didn't take long to capitalize on
BG's misfortunes when Greg Burke beat John
Burke to put OSU in the lead.
The Falcons knotted the score on their fourth
power play of the game when Dan Bylsma tipped
in a Kevin Dahl slap shot. The goal came after BG
applied heavy pressure in the OSU zone. Joe Quinn
hit the post, Brett Harkins hit the crossbar and
Marc Potvin was robbed on a great glove save by
OSU goalie Mike Bales.
"We had a lot of good offensive chances," York
said. "I thought we moved the puck real well on
the power play.
"But, I thought when we were tied 2-2 that we
had to finish off our chances better. That's the
name of the game."
But, at the same time the offense must be conscious of playing defense as well. This was something the Falcons seemed to forget at times.
Throughout the weekend the Buckeyes were able
to get a couple three-on-two breaks and rush the
?uck up theice. The reason for this, according to
ork, was that the offense was taking too many
chances in the scoring zone.
"We are giving up way too many three-ontwo's," he said. "Everyone wants to score a goal

NFL owners near
end of dilemma
CLEVELAND (AP) — The four-month deadlock that has
kept Pete Rozelle hostage while the owners bicker over a new
commissioner, may finally be broken this week by Paul Tagliabue, an NFL insider who has been chosen as the candidate of
the outsiders.
While there are no guarantees that the worst impasse among
the owners since it took 23 ballots to elect Rozelle nearly 30
years ago can be ended this week, signs are increasing that
enough owners are willing to compromise to provide Tagliabue
with the 19 votes he needs to become commissioner.
If that happens, it would allow Rozelle, who announced his
retirement 217 days ago at the winter meetings in Palm Desert,
Calif., to move from the New York hotel where he has been
staying since the season began and join his wife Carrie in Rancho Santa Fe., Calif., near San Diego.
"I think the time is ripe now to do something," said Mike
Lynn of the Minnesota Vikings, one of the leaders of the socalled "New Guard" revolt that denied Jim Finks, the president of the New Orleans Saints, the votes he needed July 6,
when he was expected to be elected.
The last time the owners met, two weeks ago at Grapevine,
Texas, Finks and Tagliabue each got 13 votes with two abstentions. So far, there have been six ballots in 28 hours of meetings, with Finks' 16 on the first ballot, the high-water mark for
any candidate.
But those two abstentions may prove the key in Cleveland.
They belonged to Dan Rooney of Pittsburgh and Al Davis of
the Los Angeles Raiders. Each was originally a Finks supporter and each was on one of the selection committees — Rooney
on the all-"Old Guard" committee that chose Finks and only
Finks; Davis on the second, or mixed committee, that came up
with four candidates, most prominent among them Finks and
Tagliabue.

D See leers, page 9.

Courtesy of the Key/ Paul Vemon
Bowling Green's John Burke keeps an eye on the puck during Saturday night's action against Ohio State in the
Ice Arena. The Buckeyes downed the Falcons 5-3 on Saturday, while BG won Friday night's game in Columbus
by a score of 9-6.

Falcon booters fall to Akron
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer
Despite a comeback attempt late in the second half, the soccer
team lost Sunday to Akron, 4-3, ending its six-match win streak and
marking the 19th time in 22 matches the Zips have defeated the Falcons.
The second-stanza surge has been a trademark
of the young BG team throughout the season, but a
three-goal deficit with only 16:43 remaining was
too much for the squad to overcome.
However. Falcon head coach Gary Palmisano
applauded
his team for trying.
rt
The kids played their hearts out," he said. "In
Kst games against Indiana and Memphis State we
ve come from behind and have won at times do!it."
he Zips took an early lead when AU striker Royer
Tommy O'Rourke received a David Wells pass off
an indirect free kick and launched the ball into the upper left-hand
corner of the Falcon goal, putting the Zips up 1-0 only 2:52 into the
match.
As opposition goals have done throughout the season, the Zip goal
gave the Falcons initiative to intensify their play.
"It seems like we need the other team to score on us before we pick
up our game," tri-captain Kyle Royer said.
BG had two scoring attempts in the first half, but both were
cleared by AU defensemen off the goal line, maintaining the Zips' 1-0
lead at intermission.
The Falcons retaliated at 47:30, as midfielder Brian Ferguson,
from a pass by Kyle Royer, took the ball at the top left of the penalty
area, scampered around AU back Neil Turn bull and put the ball to
the right of Zip goalkeeper David Zupko to even the score at 1-1.
BG's offense looked in sync, moving the ball sharply for the next
eight minutes, yet failing to score.
Instead, Akron broke the deadlock at 56:20 on a goal by Wells. The
Zips increased their lead at 63:07 as O'Rourke fed the ball to mid-

fielder Steven Slater, who moved past BG keeper Mickey Loescher
and shot into an unattended net.
Akron appeared to put the game out of reach at 73:17. Falcon back
Chris Williams was called for a hand ball in the penalty area after
clearing a Wells crossing pass by punching the ball. Referee Steve
Olsen gave AU a penalty kick, which Zupko took and put past Loescher.
"I thought the Akron guy was right behind me," Williams said,
when instead teammate Steve Cain was waiting to head the ball out
of the zone.
The Falcons rallied despite Williams' miscue — goals by freshman Rob Martella at 79:25 and 81:38 put BG within striking distance.
But the Zip defense held off BG for the final 8:22, suppressing Falcon
scoring attempts and clearing the zone.
AU coach Steve Parker said he was confident his team would win
following Zupko's penalty kick.
"If a coach can't feel secure with a 4-1 lead, there's something
wrong," he said. "It was and ebb-and-flow type game and BG did
well to come back."
Palmisano said one of AU's strengths was the way they moved the
ball upf ield after attaining possession.
"They did a good job of using a controlled counter-attack," he
said. "They got forward well and possessed the ball on the counterattack when most teams this year use long kicks."
Parker agreed his controlled transition was one of the keys.
"We didn't rely on the constant kick-and-run stuff that many
ma socalled successful Division I teams use." he said.
Though the Falcons faced a talented AU squad, Palmisano said he

"The officials in our big games feel they have to impress the other
teams so they can (officiate) in the NCAA Tournament. I'm not saying it cost us the game, but we did not get any help from them. They
did a poor job."
The loss dropped BG to 8-3-3 while the Zips improved to 10-4-2. Akron was ranked third in the Great Lakes Region, while the Falcons
entered the week ranked sixth.
BG will travel to East Lansing, Mich., Wednesday to battle Michigan State in a 3 p.m. match.
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Spikers beat upon 'Cats
BG sweeps Cincinnati and Ohio University over weekend
u.. Matt
u.- Schroder
ck i„
by
sports writer

For opponents of Bowling
Green volleyball, 1989 has definitely not been the year of the
cat
The Falcons
completed this
weekend with
a sweep of the
Ohio Bobcats
on Friday, and
a four-game
victory over
the Cincinnati
Bearcats on
Saturday.
Van De Walle
Earlier in
the season, BG swept Villanova's Wildcats as the team marched toward their record setting

Tonite is 1 2 price popcorn nite
Ends Thursday
"Brando is sensational"

"TWO THUMBS UP."
AWVM&M
- SISKEL S EBERT

Shows tonite at ™
7:15 p.m. & 9:15 p.m.
STARTS FRIDAY, OCT. 27th
"GROSS ANATOMY"
It's the toughest course in
medical school

10-straight wins.
10-straieht
Against UC, the Falcons rebounded from a 1!HS pounding in
the first game to win the next
three 15-8, 15-10, and 15-5. Head
coach Denise Van De Walle said
she was encouraged by the
team's never-say-dle attitude.
"I thought it was a good sign
that we were able to come back
after such a definite loss in
game one," she said. "We were
able to get it together and play
well for three games. Our defense really picked up, and that
was the difference."
That could qualify as an understatement
The Falcons posted only one
team block in that first game,
then made 11 blocks in the next
three.
Offensively, BG was led by
sophomore middle hitters Tammy Schiller with 15 kills and a
.402 hitting percentage, and Lisa
Mika - who added 14 kills with a
.300 percentage.
The victory over UC was the
15th overall tor the Falcons, and
the 13th in their last 14 matches.
Win number 14 came the night

CINCINNATI (AP) — Tommy
Helms says the Cincinnati Reds'
management has passed him
over and is only identifying him
as a managerial candidate as a
courtesy while the Reds seek a
new field boss.
Helms, 48, a Reds coach since
October 1962, finished the 1969

*5.95
only at

MARK'S PIZZA

season as interim manager after
Pete Rose was banned from
baseball because of gambling allegations. But Helms, in an interview published Monday, said
he has been all but ignored while
the Reds select a manager for
1990.
He said he believes the Reds
already have decided Dallas
Green will manage the team
next year and are referring to
Helms as a candidate simply out
of courtesy. Green, a former
New York Yankees manager,
said Sunday he will decide by
month's end whether he wants
the Reds' managerial job. But
Reds general manager Bob
Quinn, who met Friday with
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Classic Rock from

Aerosmiih, Foreigner,
Rush and more
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Book Signing
by Dr. UJode Dovis
r

Thursdov, October 26
1:00 p.m. BGSU
Bookstore Foyer
Copies of the book on
sole for $4.00

The Serpent And The Roinboiu Lecture
Thursday, October 26
8:30 p.m. Lenhort Grand Ballroom
Admission:
Students $1.00 Non-students $2.00
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A's and Giants
try to recapture
the Series spirit
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The World Series seemed back
on schedule Monday, with Bay
area traffic and Candlestick
Park doing just fine.
Now, the main problem is for
the San Francisco Giants and
Oakland Athletics to get back on
schedule. After another delay
and a record 11-day layoff because of an earthquake, there's
not much spirit left for Game 3
Friday evening.
"Numb. Everybody is just
numb," Brett Butler, one of a
handful of Giants at Candlestick
on Monday, said. "The enthusiasm isn't there anymore.
"We still want to win, but let's
get it over with. The Most Valuable Player, the good things,
the bad things that happen on
the field, it doesn't matter. All of
that, I think, is trivial.
"When people think of the 1969
World Series, they're not going
to remember who won. They're
going to remember who survived," Butler said. "To me,
people like Buck Helm are the
stars of this series."
Helm is the 57-year-old man
who was found alive 89 hours
after being buried when the
earthquake caused a freeway to
collapse in Oakland.
The Athletics lead the series
2-0. They did not practice Monday, a day after the series,
which had hoped to resume
Tuesday night, again was delayed. '<)bviously, the wait isn't

National Red Ribbon Week
October 22-29, 1989

The Serpent find The Rainbow
Based on the novel written by:
Dr. Uade Davis
Wednesday, October 25
9:30 p.m.
210 MSC

BG News/Pat Mingarelli
BG's Linda Popovich sets the ball for Tammy Schiller In a match against
Ohio University Friday night. It was the first of two victories for the falcons
last weekend.
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"Dallas is the man. Don't let
anyone tell you otherwise. It's
obvious ... He's been the guy for
about 30 days," Helms said.
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"They call in all my coaches
and told them that if they could
find a better deal to go ahead
and take it," he told The Cincinnati Post. "But they didn't call
me in. No one told me I was
fired, rehired or anything.

1

i Students

i

Green in Philadelphia, is telling
reporters the job hasn't been
offered to anybody.
Asked whether he thought he
had been treated fairly during
the search, Helms said, "No, not
whatsoever."

oz

EXPIRES 11 14 89

8
o

den there's a but
oe
big void. Our people will just rise to the occasion," Van De Walle said of the
loss of Costein.
Game two saw the Falcons
jump to a 11-4 advantage led
mainly by Schiller, who finished
the match with 16 kills and a .500
percentage.
However, in the third game,
the Bobcats gave the Falcons a
scare as the lead changed hands
several times. But with the
score tied at 12, a kill by Schiller
followed by two-straight kills by
senior Karin Twain preserved
the sweep for BG.
Despite the sweep, the team
realizes that there is always
room for improvement.
"I think we're better than we
played tonight," Russell said.
It was our mental errors that
kept them in the game."
van De Walle was pleased
with the offensive numbers that
showed BG out-Wiling OU by 19
and out-hitting them .312 to .136.
"We were a little too strong
for them and a little too tall, but
they have improved quite a bit
from last year," the coach said.

Helms' not in running

Large 2 Item Pizza

Mom's Homemade Cooking

before at the hands of OU, but
more importantly. Friday's win
marked the fifth conference
triumph against no losses.
BG Is currently in a first place
tie with Western Michigan and
Eastern Michigan, which also
own perfect 5-0 conference records. The Falcons still have
both teams on their remaining
schedule.
The first game against OU, a
15-7 victory, certainly had its
ups and downs for the Falcons.
In the midst of running up a 9-4
lead over the Bobcats, BG lost
the services of sophomore leftside hitter Holli Costein when
she went down with a sprain of
her left ankle. She will probably
miss at least two weeks.
Senior Jennifer Russell stepped in for Costein, and proved to
be a key to the Falcon victory.
Before the match was over, she
would post 11 kills and a .250 hittingpercentage.
''We're going to have to be
flexible (without Costein available) and I think we can be. It's
not as if there's only been one
person in there, and all of a sud-
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In
Memory
Of...
The purpose of Red Ribbon
Campaign:

To present unified and visible
commitment toward the
support of an Alcohol and
Drug free America!!!

going to help anybody, but we
realize everyone is trying to do
what is best," reliever Rick
Honeycutt said from home.
"I thought it might be a good
idea for both teams to scrimmage against each other. We
could have a couple of games
here and give the money to charity," he said. "But I guess the
same problems would still
exist."
San Francisco mayor Art
Agnos and baseball commissioner Fay Vincent said the series was pushed back for three
reasons: to see if the area's
roads can handle the increased
traffic, to make sure Candlestick was safe and to find out if
enough police officers were available.
The California Highway Patrol reported that the morning
rush hour, which had been predicted to be one of the worst
tieups in local history, wasn't so
bad.
Even with the Bay Bridge
closed because of a partial collapse, traffic flowed relatively
freely. Police said there were
more cars than normal, but
fewer accidents.
There was still no final word
yet on whether Candlestick Park
was certified by the city as safe.
But John Lind, director of stadium operations, said no problems were anticipated.
"Everything is going exactly
as planned," he said. "We're
right on schedule."
The Department of Public
Works was waiting for written
reports from engineers and
architects. A decision from officials was likely Tuesday, and by
all indications Candlestick
seemed set to play ball.
Police staffing also appeared
in order. Agnos said earlier that
250 officers, twice the number
needed at Candlestick, would be
available by Friday.
In the meantime, the Athletics
and Giants planned to work out
every day until the series resumes. Scattered showers fell in
the Bay area on Monday and
with the threat of more rain,
Oakland might move to its
spring training site in Phoenix.
A tarpaulin covered Candlestick's infield Monday, so Will
Clark and a half-dozen Giants
took batting practice at the indoor cages. Later, there was a
light touch football game in the
outfield.
"As a kid, you dream about
playing in the World Series. At
the start, I realized what a privilege it was to be in the World Series," Butler said. "Now I realize what a privilege it is to be
alive."
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BG icer trio coming up 'big'
has played an Important role in
the increased goal output.
"Big players can get to the net
easier ana we've been ,rgoing to
the net hard this year, Potvin
said.
The rule changes this season
— automatic penalties for
grasping the stick and a crackdown on other holding infractions — have aided big players
as well as quick, small skaters.
"With the changes, the defense has to play man-on-man
with a big guy going to the net,"
said Potvin. •'With the extra size
and weight you can go around or
move right over them.''
Ruchty muscled his way into
the crease area Friday for his
three goals. Perched sturdily in
front of OSU goalie Mike Bales,
the junior deflected passes from
his teammates into the Buckeye
net during the Falcons' Wi win.
Similarly, Potvin and Bylsma

by Mike Drabenstolt
sports writer

Big men in hockey are noted
more often for bruising checks
than scoring ability.
But a trio of brawny Falcon
wingers proved this weekend
they can work around the net as
well as along the boards.
Senior Marc Potvin, junior
Matt Ruchty and sophomore
Dan Bylsma scored nine of BG's
12 goals in the Falcons' split
with Ohio State, with Ruchty
netting his first career hat trick
Friday on Buckeye ice.
The three imposing Falcons
stand taller than six-foot-one
and weigh more than 200
pounds, dimensions which give
them greater strength around
the net.
Potvin, who leads the team
with six red-lighters, said bulk

scored goals by employing
strength around the net.
However, the three forwards
have not stopped focusing on the
checking aspect of their game.
"We've been concentrating on
hard forechecking," Bylsma
said. "When we go hard, we
make the opponents turn it over
and that results in scoring opportunitesforus."
One of the downfalls of the
strong offense by the front
players was seen thoughout the
weekend, as BG concentrated
too much on scoring and forgot
about defensive responsibilities,
according to head coach Jerry
York.
"A lot of times you're going
hard to get the goal," Potvin
said. "You've sot to work to
come back — that's how (the
Buckeyes) scored a lot of their
goals this weekend."
D □ D

The Bowling Green hockey
team will host the University of
Windsor in an exhibition game
tonight at 7:30.
Head coach Jerry York announced that he will use freshman goaltender Angelo Libertuccrbetween the pipes for the
first time all season.
"It will give us an opportunity
to look at Libertucci In goal/'
York said. "It's essential we
e've him some game time to see
iw well he plays."
A few other faces will be back
in the line-up. Llew NcWana will
be back after serving his twogame suspension. Matt Ruchty
will also return after serving his
game suspension Saturday.
Also returning for the Falcons
will be Rob Blake who missed
last weekend's action with a
back injury.

Buckeyes' ground game rolls
COLUMBUS
(AP) — Even though Ohio State has been running
the football at will, coach John Cooper cautions that might not continue.
"We're not going to be able to run this well against everybody,"
Cooper said at his weekly news conference Monday. "If we can, obviously, we'll keep running and keep winning."
But a strength often becomes a target. Cooper said he expects
Minnesota, which hosts the Buckeyes Saturday, to try to do everytniiig possible to slow the run to a walk.
"On down the road, there are some teams that are going to line up
(and try to stop us). It's just like (offensive coordinator Jim) Colletto told the offense yesterday. He said back in the old days, if you
were a quick draw then somebody was going to challenge you. If
you're good at doing something, then somebody out there will try to
challenge you and stop you," Cooper said.
The Buckeyes are 4-2 overall and 2-1 in the Big Ten and have won
their last two games — a first in Cooper's two years as bead coach.
And Cooper attributes a large part of that mini-streak to Ohio State's
rediscovery of the run.
Two weeks ago in a 35-31 white-knuckler against Indiana, Ohio
State ran on 52 of 58 offensive plays, rushing for 253 yards. Saturday
in a 21-3 victory over Purdue, the Buckeyes devoted 57 of their 68
plays to the run. They gained 371 yards on the ground.

leers
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a Continued from page 7.
and sometimes you catch
yourself leaning too much
toward the net.
"What we really want to do in
our system is keep one player in
good defensive position in the
offensive zone. We just can't let
our deiensemen get outnumbered like that."
That is precisely what happened when OSU's Paul Rutherford netted a slapshot from the
left face-off circle that resulted
from a partial two-on-one break.
After that, OSU netted an
empty net goal to round out the
scoring.
One of the keys to the Buckeyes' victory, according to
Welsh, was their ability to slow
down the high-powered Emerson — who had one assist in the
game.
"We took them out of the part
of the game theyT wanted to be
in," Welsh said. 'He got a lot of
points this weekend (five), but I
think we shut him down pretty
well.
"You take away his quarterbacking on the power play and I
think we were able to do that tonight."
So far it hasn't been evident
that anyone has been able to
stop Emerson this season.
''Nelson has been outstanding," York said. "He's played as
well of a four games as he ever
has in his career."
Friday's game was highlighted by Matt Ruchty's hat
trick ana the success of the
power play in general.
Two of Ruchty's goals came
with the Falcons owning the
man advantage.
"I just happened to be in the
right place at the right time,"
Ruchty said. "I thought our line
really played well."
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In the victory over Purdue, Frey was 3 of 9 for 47 yards.
Cooper's concern is: Ohio State hasn't needed to pass recently;
what will happen when it does?
"Our passing attack is not very good, to say the least, said Cooper. "Obviously we're going to have to improve in that area. We are
going to have to throw more passes on down the road than we threw
Ei that game. Certainly, we're going to have to be more effective
throwing the ball than we did against Purdue Saturday. And we're
prepared to do that."
. _ .
.
. , ...
One change that might improve the Buckeyes'passing is the move
of Jeff Graham from wide receiver to flanker. Graham, the team's
leading receiver with 14 catches, was moved last week.

PARKING REGULATIONS ENFORCED
Parking regulations in Athens, Ohio are actively enforced.
Visitors to the Athens City-Ohio University area should avoid
being penalized and having vehicles towed. Areas such as
yellow curbs, handicapped and loading zones, on sidewalks
and in front yards, all have a $20 minimum penalty-$30 if not
paid within 48 hours. Cars parked illegally on private property may be towed at owner's expense, not to exceed $40
and $5 a day storage charge.
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THE SKY'S
TOE LIMIT.
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Enjoy a challenging career as an Air Force
pilot or navigator. If you're a
college graduate, we can show you
how to challenge your limits. With
great pay, full medical and dental
care, 30 days of vacation with pay
per year and opportunities to
advance. Learn how to qualify for
a career that takes you to the top.
Call

1215.00

OFFICER PROGRAMS
1-800-423-USAF
TOLL FREE

Pete Mattimore
Salesperson of the Week
BG News October 17 - 20
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831 Foster
Fostt Street
Evanston, IL 60201
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Last Chance to Sign-Up for:

C0LLI1
*the Varsity Sport of the Mind"
Sign-ups last until October 25 in the wnW office
Competition takes place October 29, 30 and November 1
Teams of 4 or Singles are needed
Winners go to the Regional Competition in

$1.99
ANY REGULAR SIX INCH
Supers add $1.00

WINDSOR, CANADA !

WOODLAND MALL

For more information call the
office at 372-2343.
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Don't Miss the Fun!
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9 00

9112 month Leases Available

Rom* $278.00

Scheduled carriers! Book anytimel
Fares 1/2 RT Irom Chicago Some
restrictions apply. On-the-spot railpasses, Int'l Student ID cards, youth
hostel passes, work and study programs Call lor FREE Travel Catalog
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SATURDAYSGAME
FIRST PERIOD
17:64 - BG (1) -Paul Basic's shot from
the pomt gets hoped by goats Bales and
the puck goes behind the net n ie there
that Brett Hariuns i mists the loose puck
end sends a band backhand peas to Potvin
who knocks it m from the slot
19 14 — 09U01—Motion's shot before
the period sneaks between the peds off BG
goete John Burke
SECONO PERIOD
06:56 - OSU (2) -Scon Rev/a snot
from the high slot gets blocked by Burke
but, Greg Burke gathers the rebound and
tape I by the BG goals before he can regain hie fset
19.10 - BG (2) -Kevin Den fires a shot
from the point which • deflected by Den
Bylsma between the circles and skips past
Batae
THIRD PERIOO
12 52 - OSU OXPPG) -Greg Burke
picks on the Fsicons agam whan he takes s
pass from Eddie Choi from behind the net
and drta It past John Burke.
13:09 - BG 13) -Bytama beets s Wan
Bales on a pass from Hartune
17:63 — OSU (4) —Rutherford skates In
peat the blue line and thsn shoots beck
across the grain from the left tsceotf circle
end the puck flnda the BG net.
19:34 — OSU I5HENQ) —Phi Cedmao
puts the game away when ha receives s
paaa from Otvar and scores Into the empty
Falcon net

Enjoy Good Living m 89 with

Frankfurt 8228.00

|

-BOWUNG GREEN 9. OHIO STATE 8-

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

Congratulations
London 1215.00

puck and mid ice and goes at one-on-none
He dekes Betas to the ground and thsn taps
the puck between the baffled goaflenders
taga.
1521 -OSU (61-Painter seta up »i the
crseae and then knocks Higdon'a pass from
behind the net past Connei
17:49 - BG (9| -Joe OUnn makes s
greet move going between he) legs with the
puck before dWSng it to Dan Bytama who
does the rest as he Ops It home
19:88 - OSU 18) -Greg Besucregs
gets s Iwo-on one paaa from Over and
Beeucrage beets Connei seconds before
the final horn

Al ■«»aOent« «nt» nave me»rn©»r»i>o p"viieg*. to Cnenywood HMBTI Spe
CompieM tecaMtea lo» mon and women
• Hydro • Spe Whirlpool
• indoor Heeled PvM
• Metro Stum
• New Weight Cauipieeni
• Compieto derate Equipment
• Tanning Booth AieUabte

»« * % JHUUMUMU

** £^n*
I I *
n

Have a
comment
annul campus
happenings?
Letters to
tne Editor
are always
welcome!

#

"We're developing a reputation as being pretty good at running
the football," Cooper said. "So everybody we play is going to be
challenging their defense to stop us. ...
"We're going to be seeing some eight-man fronts and some nineman fronts. When they do that, we've got to be prepared to protect
our quarterback and throw the ball."
And that is the other side of the coin for the Buckeyes. In those
same two victories, quarterback Greg Frey has hit 8 of 15 passes for
a total of 84 yards. Houston quarterback Andre Ware passes for that
much a series.

FMOAYMOOT
FmSTPCMOO
0f:1( - OHIII -Dave Sm»i hmmn
homo bouncing puck between ine cedes
■hot COfflOl off • dsflectso snot from Do"
Otvar
11.36 — BQ 111IPPGl Nelson Emerson
wonu the puck at the point before ssnomo.
it down 10 Jo* Qunn on tne loft flank Qumn
in lum throws the puck down to Marc PotvW
who beaM OSU ootfe Mike Belee with •
bed angle snot
18 17 — BG (2) —Peter Hcer.ee orvee
tne puck to Me/tin jranek who win it to
Men Ruchty who It perched on the right
poet behind Betas Ruchty gives the Fatcone the lead when he fkpe it pest the stunned goeUe
1S:«8 — BQ 13)-WMh both teame ikating tour aakto. Emereon aides the puck to
Ohs Placeman who one-ttmss a bleat from
the ten pomt that been a screened Bales
SECOND PERIOD
08 11 - BG (4KPPOI -The Falcons
capttafcze on a flve-on-three power play
when Placeman again drias a SWP snot t'om
the left point that Itnda the beck of the
Buckeye net.
07-12 - BG (SKPPGI -€memon starts
the play whan he skies the puck to Holmes Hoenst then Area a peas to the left of
the OSU goal where Ruchty ope N home
10:31 — OSU (2HPPGI -Derek Htodon
makes a great athletic play when he bats m
a peas from OJan Punter that la bouncing
between the ctctae - at whle ha la being
checked to the ice
19 12 — OSUI3MPPG)— The Buckeyes
are skating lour-on three whan KHgdon
receives s pass from Otvar and tape s
backhander peae the sprawling Connell
THIRD PERIOD
01.21 — OSU I4MPPG) —With Paul
Rutherford supplying the screen on Conns", oien Painter's slap shot Ands a hole
above Connei'a left shoulder.
02:11 - BG (6)(PPG| -The Falcons go
back to the same power play setup that had
worked all night Ruchty tips in a peas from
Jeans* white set up on the back post be
hind Batae.
4:42 — BQ (7) -Potvin skates m stone
and let's fly from between the drctee and
the puck gets behind Bales
7:29 - BG (8) -Emerson steels the
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PICK UP TICKETS AT MEMORIAL HALL OR PRESENT YOUR I.D. AT GATE (TONIGHT ONLY)
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•OSEA •
WIMwi
Hseoween Costume
Mellows sn Costume Contest
OctJSth Wea ..11:00 USED
What do YOUhave lo Ion?
(Prlzee awarded ft refreshments)
ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS PERKINS LOANS. OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR LEAVING B G S U AT THE END
OF FALL SEMESTER. 1989. SHOULD CALL
THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 372-8112
TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXIT
INTERVIEW

IF YOU PLAN TO PARTrCrPATE H DECEM
BER16. 1989 COMMENCEMENT CEREMON
IES. YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 1. 1989
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHOMNG 372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER
IS PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE

BG PRO Meeting
Tonight. 7:30. West Hal Commons
All Pubec Relations looking lor
experience welcome'

BQSU Purchasing Club
Meeting ■ Tuesday. Oct 24
7 30 PM in Room 114 BA
Guest Speaker
Buy Into Your Future!

BGSU SALES CLUB
Meeting on Wednesday Oct 25 at 7 30 m
1008 BAA We wet continue our meeting at
Quarters. No cover. 18 end over
CLOTHING/HALLOWEEN COSTUME SALE
Wed., Thunv. Fr.. Oct. 2S-27 11am-6
Theatre Green Room
Stage door North End of U. Hall Parking Lot
LOOK FOR THE BALLOONSI
Discover Europe ft earn 6 credit hrs
Summer Study Program In France
Classes are in English
Dr Charles Chittle w* ta* about program
Open to al
Tuesday. Oct 24 -9pm
Room 1000BAbldg Formoreirrlo
Dr ChrtOe372 8180or 352-6012
Ethnic Studies Association
Meeting are held every Monday at 9 00 PM In
201 Education everyone is welcome

Someone cares about you and
your pregnancy concerns at
BG PREGNANCY CENTER
Cal 354 HOPE
For Wo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive services
Typing
$1 35perpege
354-0371

RELATIONS ORGANIZATION
General Meeting 7 30pm Wednesday
403Moaekty
Topic Beimo

AttenhonO S E A Members
Start thinking aoout your costumes tor me October 25th meeting Our Halloween Costume
contest wiH be a blast1

You are cordially invited lo attend a discussion
on the topic independent Investigation of
Truth
October 27 1989
7 30pm
840 Pearl St B G

Discover Europe ft Earn 8 credit hrs.
Summer Study Program in France
Classes sre m EngUsh
Dr Charles Chifllo w* la* about program
Open to al.
Tuesday. Oct 24 - 9pm
Room 1000 BAbldg. For more into
Dr Chttlte 372-8180 or 352-6012

INTERNATIONAL

PSO • PROGRESSIVE STUDENT ORGANIZATION • PSO
Meting tonight 9:30pm at UCF (Thurabn ft
Ridge) Covering detaas for Anti-apartheid week
please attend

BAHA I FIRESIDE

Nonsmoking female Roomate wanted for Spring
Semester Fumrahed apartment 353-8730
Ask lot Lenore or Michelle

Study at the University of East Angle at Norwich. England Earn 15 BG credit Hours mto
Seaanna Oct 25. Nov 8. 22 and Dec 8: 411
South Hal. 7:30pm or Call Intl Programs
372-2247 AppscatlonDeepens Jan 19

Limited space available in the S OLD. Leadership Development workshop. Self Esteem ft
Motivation, held in 307 Hanna Hall at 7 00 p m
on Oct 24 ft 25 Make reservations by stopping
by 405 Student Services For more info, eel
372-2843

ATTENTION: BQSU I OUR GUIDES
PREVIEW OAT «1 IS ON ITS WAY SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4. REMEMBER PARTICIPATION IS MANDATORY AND YOU MUST BE
AT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MEETINGS:
Tu.sd.y.October 24 5:30-7:00 PM
Wednesday, October 25 4:00-5:30 PM
Thursday. October 26 2 00-3 30PM
MEETINGS WILL BE HELD IN THE ASSEMBLY
ROOM. 2ND FLOOR MCFALL CENTER.

COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY, OCT 12 AT 7:J0. BA 110

Interested In Experiencing a new culture end
tranHnoT?

ANTI APARTHEID WEEK
Ocl 21-28
On Wed Ocl 25th
Agasa Ketoeogee Komane
A student Leadet Irom Soutti Atrica
wll apeek on apartheid
atepmm 121 West hall
Everyone is Welcome to attend

ATTENTION NTSA MEMBERS
General Meeting Oct 25 1989
at 4 30 pm in the OFF-Campus Student Center
Purpose: Constitution

LASERPFUNTWORD PROCESSING
Term papers. Reports. Thesis. Resumea's
$1.2S/PAGE CALL 353-6170

Typing done on a word processor 20 yra. experience typing books, theses, drsertabons
Cal 353-1602

FRANCE THIS SUMMER?
UPTOWN HALLOWEEN BLAST
TUESDAY OCTOBER 31 ST
»50 FIRST PRIZE COSTUME CONTEST
1ST 200 GET FREE T-SHIRT

SIGMA DELTA PI - SIGMA DELTA PI
Spanish Programming
Tuesday A Thursday 6-7pm
111 South Hal

Adoption Happily married couple of 14 yra We
promise your chad s loving home and financial
security Devoted stay at home mom. caring
ded end one big sister AD medical ft Legal expenses paid Cal collect |419| 822 9268

STUDENT SOCIOLOGY ASSOCIATION
General Meeting 207 Williams
TIMS. Ocotber 24, 7:00pm
New Member. W.lcome!

ALPHA PHIS
(Especially Karl Koleman)
Thankyou so much tor you
support during Homecoming.' H
meant so much to me.
LVOC KELLY

The Golden Key National Honor Society wM
sponsor an information table about the group
and its activities October 18-18 from
9a.m.-3p.m In the Union Foyer.
Membership Deadline is November I.

AOTT • UL KIMBERLY ■ AOTT
I'M SO HAPPY THAT YOU ARE MY UL NOW'
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT YEAR AS A
MEMBER OF THE S P FAMILY! ALPHA LOVE.
BIG JILL
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT

The Semester is Half over
What heve you done?
How about KARATENew classes starting Now'
Tues Oct 24 8pm Eppler Middle

AOTT AOTT MARTHA EMERY AOTT AOTT
ROSES ARE RED
VOLETS ARE BLUE
WELCOME TO OUR FAMILY
AND I LOVE YOU!
LOVE. JEANNE
PS LETS GO KROGER1NG"

VIP-PUMPKIN SALE-VIP
Get in the Haaoween Spirit with a pumpkin from
Volunteers in Progress' Lots of Pumpkins and
Halloween treats will be on sale in the student
Services Forum on Wed Oct 25 from 10-4
Sponsored by Charities Board
VIP-PUMPKIN SALE-VIP
WOMEN FOR WOMEN PRESENTS
Fnday.Oct 27at8:00pm
kirm. 115 Education Bldg
Karen Thompson, a Human Rights Activist from
Minnesota Presentation Why Can't Sharon
Kowatski Come Home? Sharon Kowaraki guardianship case and the interrelationship of homophobia, disability rights, sexism, and other human rights issues Please Join Us More Info
Please contsct Women for Women at
372-2281

92.45
1720 E. Wooeler
{acroaa from the stadium)

352-7000
HniirMIM • Tkur.
6 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri. - Sal.
6 "in. - 10 p.m.

In A iMeavy fleW

(W . ..
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Snores f\««lj>- Lo*}.,.

A

BURGER KINO HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA

O.S.E.A. FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE
Meeting Oct 23 8:00
Ed. Slog. 2nd floor
PETE IS DEAD
PETE IS DEAD
PETE IS DEAD
PhlTau
Congratulations to si the new actives and
pledges. Keep up the good work guys!
Al the way from Georgia
Joe (Cats) Caashsn
POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AN0 YOUR FAVOfltTE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU88 1 MONFRI8-10PM
POWER 88
ROB IS QONNA 8E DEAD!
ROB IS GONNA BE DEAD!
ROB IS GONNA BE DEAD!

CLOTHING/HALLOWEEN COSTUME SALE
Wad., Thur a, Fri., Oct 25-2711 am-S
Theatre Green Room
Stage Door North End of U. Hall Parking Lot
LOOK FOR THE BALLOONSI
COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY, OCT. I* AT 7:10, BA 110
COME MM THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY. OCT 12 AT 7:30, BA 110

SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KING
IHETACHIGOLC
The Brothers of Theta Chi Would eke to congratulate Dave Colatrugso and kevtn Schrol on
winning the Intramural Golf Championship
Boom! Think about II

Got a news tip?
A hot story idea?

Call the News at 372-2603
ft Find your pot of

CAMPUS Represerrtatives Needed For "Spring
Break 90s programs to Mexico Bahamas
Florida ft S Padre Island-Earn Free Vacation
PfuaSSSS Cal 800-448-2421
Delivery Personnel DiBenedetto's
1432E Wooster Appry 2-5 00pm
Mon-Fn
EXCELLENT SUMMER « CAREER OPPOR
TUNfTiES now available for coeege student &
graduates with Resort Hotels. Cruisesnee. Airanes Amusement Parks 6 Camps For more information and an application, write National Coltegtate Recreation Service. PO Box 8074. Milton Heed SC 29938
High Volume restaurant has ful time positions
available for al shifts tor waitresses Cashiers
line cooks, and dishwashers Excellent opportunity for advancement apply «n person sny day
Union 76 I-75 atexit 167 N Baltimore. Oh
Office cleaning evenings part and ful time Cal
352-5822
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.Yr.round. Al Countries, Al fields. Free
info Write UC. PO Bx 52 Corona Del Mar CA
92625 OH 03
Temporary clerical help • Must have legible
handwriting A accuracy to work independently
in BG Courthouse I' interested please contsct
CBC Company of NW Ohio at 475 8900
Work 15 hours per weekend Our company is
seeking employees to perform unskiled light
production work. Current openings for s new
weekend shift-7and 1/2 hours on Saturday
and 7 and 1 '2 hours on Sunday Plant location
Is only 2 blocks from B G S U. campus The
rate of wage is S3 35 per hour, ft interested in
this weekend shift, or if you can work at least
15 hours Monday thru Friday, cal the office at
354-2644 or pick up an application at Advanced Specialty Products, inc 426 Ctough
Street, Bowling Green, Ohio

FOR SALE
1 or 2 Female Roommates needed for spring
May rent paid-No deposit
Alutil txiteiec pa-d call Jul. 353 831 9

CaH 352-3199
NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share house with 3 gins four houses from
campus Fall snd Spring Semester Contsct
Lynn or Kesey 353-7407
Nc>nsmoiung female needed lo sublease my
apartment for Spring 90 Own Room. Across
from campus. % 168 33 a month Cal or stop by
anytime 519RMgest No 1 363-6778
Residents ol Bowling Green Who have dropped
out of high School within the pest 4 years to
help me with Information for my SOC 341
Reserach Paper Cal 372-3007.

1971 Ponti..c Lemans - 4 door, 47,000 miles
Mint. Cond. Best Offer. Csll 353-9584 After
flp.m.
1978 Pontiac Bonnevtfte Reliable Best Offer.
Call 354-0613
1988 Pontiac Fiero, automatic, tilt-cruiae-airAM/FM cassette & more. This car is immaculate only 12.000 mess. A musl see car
S8250 00 Cal Akssa 353-9474
1989 Quentm 1000 LX. 12 sp . wh 27".
frarne-25'' S160 354-7924
1 989 S-10 pick-up. red 5 spd; 4 cyl 7000 mi
S8500 on take over payments plus $1000
372-5556
Alpha Romeo Convertible
1973 Classic. British Racing
Green Open to offers
Call 1-385-6512
CLASSIC-MUST SELL
1978 Otds-Royie 86 Diesel, runs great, block
body, no rust, low mileage, new exhust system
$1000/neg or best offer 372-1167.
Epiphone 12 string guitar
like new ' $175 or trade

353-7666

Roommates wsntedOor 2) for Spring '90 or
ASAP Close to carnpus furnished 2 bedroom
apartment, Fernate. AJ utlrtiee included except
elec and phone Cal soon 354-8321
Smal. one person apartment or efficiency
within 1/2 mile ol campus for Spring 1990.
$150 mo or leas Send snquree to:

Maple Wurtitzer console piano
823-3033 eves before 9pm
Sego Video Game Systems and/or games
Price neg Trevor 353-9161
Vetta Wind Trainer
Good Condition ' Best Offer
Cal Gma 372-8187

%C. I^hmond
313 0t»enheuerWeet

BG .Ohio
Students at the University Who tfvB a Graduate
Equivalency Diploma lo help me with Information for my Soc 341 research paper eel
372-3007
WANTED: lor 2 persons to sublease a 1
bdrm. apL close to campus very quiet building. 354-7994.
Wanted: 39 People
to lose weight/earn
money- 353-9784
Wanted Brand new apartment 114 S Main Available for sublease Cal Matt 352-2440.
We need two nonsmoking females to lublsess
apt for Spring 90 semester1 Unfurnished apt.,
sir oond , laundry, and reasonable rent! Cal
Amy or Usa at 353-5729'after 6:00)

FOR RENT
HELPI We're graduating!
Clean, furnished. 2 bdrm . apt screes from
campusneeda subieaaea for Spring 1990 Cal

353-9563
Nearly new Large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 baths, unfurn.
apt. Stove, retng & dishwasher Included. Available now starting at $400 month
Cal John Newtove Real Estate 354-2280
Wlnthrop Terrace apartments sre now taking
applications tor Spring and Fal 90 leases 1 a
2 bedroom apartments available. Three great
locations, heat included, maintenance, laundry.
etc Cal 352-9135 or come to 400 napcJean
Rd

It's All Here
in
Black & White.
UniGraohics

£ gold in The BG News
g

211 West Hall

classifieds
by Fred Wright

-That's A.-j/.t/ li's If*. Baker's Secret
(Wesson*/ £<II \-q00-1SLEAZ*
Ad Hear7;^Tell /ou rV-S darkest iecreh,
Sj't* d.t^]yA Hare KN\JA/,<I.. .
fel.'eve XiOrNot M T<Wo««
L,e. .- OAC&XnA^.le Ttiki
iToCrMw/ Urtler/iCfltrS A 6>vtc/i And
Preteno I'm A C<xkro*d ... "XT)
'^m*y Poest't Wear Efioyk rlNfeeti,
-

8am-12noon,

For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

/U PeefestJ^hsiesJ^y $n<\Sf>erGa
/HeAnlV.r.
/riooy

KKG Flsg Footbell KKQ
KAPPAS R Brlngln Back thai winning Feeling!
DEFENDING SORORITY CHAMPS!

A

Welcome to the Real World
■£ Aivv-a/S' WqnW To &e

Kevin,
I'm gled to have you as my (SL) I'm also looking
Forward lo a lot of Fun times listening lo some
good muslclYour Big

Babyaitter Close to campus.
Mon-Fn 363-1682

WANTED

Female Roommate Needed for Spring
Nice Ape/tment • Cheap Rent

A

PREVIEW DAY VOLUNTEER
TOUR GUIDE.
Preview Day no. 1 Is coming up Saturday.
November 1. For further Information contsct
the Office of Admissions et 372-2066 or Slop
by 110 McFall Canter Between 10:30-3:30
Monday - Friday. This Is a great way to gain
Communication experience!

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center for Choice II
Toledo, OH 256-7769

Mon. - Thur.

"A Pub for Everyday"
Study at the University ol East Angka in Norwich, England Earn 1S BG credit hours Info
sessions Oct 25. Nov 8. 22 and Dec 6; 411
South Has. 7:30pm or cal Int'l Programs
372-2247 Application deadline Jan 1 9

KAPPAS R PROUD To prssent the Football
Team
Braun Brown Cole Cotter Dennis Hottts
Jauch MrCarty Ruts Smith Schmitty ft ZetwK*

A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 362-8042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS, Federal Express. Typing, Resumes. FAX. Copies

welcomes you to join
us for breakfast

WATCH YOUR FAVORITE TEAM
ON OUR TV WITH A SATELLITE DISH
QUARTERS CAFE

ATTENTION WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 25
1 -5p m STUDENT ACTIVITIES CAREER FAIR
6-8pm STUDENT AFFAIRS CARRER PANEL
LOCATEO IN THE STUDENT SERVICES BLDG

BECOME

SERVICES OFFERED

VOLUNTEER YOURSELF TO BE A PREVIEW
DAY TOUR GUIDE PREVIEW DAY 0 1 IS
COMING ON SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 1 FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT THE
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AT 372-2086 OR
SToP BY 110 MCFALL CENTER BETWEEN
1030-330 PM MON0AY-FRIDAY SEE YOU
THERE' GREAT WAY TO GAIN COMMUNICA
TION EXPERIENCE

Female needed to sublease Spring '90
Campus Manor. Furnished.
CaH 353-8482

PREVIEW DAY VOLUNTEER
TOUR GUIDE.
Preview Day no.1 Is coming up Saturday.
November 1. For Intormetlon contact the office al Admissions at 372-2086 or stop by 110
McFsll center Between 10:30-1:30 Monday f Friday. This la a greet way to gam communication eaporlencel

LOST:
2 Plastic containers containing 31/2"
Computer discs
One grey and one beige
VERY IMPORTANT
Please eel MM at
372-8086 or 354-8443

INTRAMURALS
WRESTLING OFFICIALS
NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL IN STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE AND APPLY IN 108
SRC BEFORE OCTOBER 30TH

VIROINIOUE WHITMORE
HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY
BIRTHDAY BIRTHDAY BIRTHDAY
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Wginioue.
I'd she to wish you a happy 20th b day and Wii
be would She to say, "Take it easy. Take It slow,
up the H* you wiV GO" We love ya! Your Friend.
SholWy

Kepps Sigma Huay ft Whfley Kappa Sigma
Thanx 4 Being AWESOME COACHES'
But the 2-A-deys R Harah'
XXOO. The Kappas

BECOME

Loet 18" chain w/gold and colored beeda. sentimental value REWARD Ca»2 1919

GAMMA PHI BETA ■ ■ LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like lo
congratulate Denlse Chnen on her lavalienng to
Matt Campbell

Get In the Halloween spirit with a pumpkin from
Volunteers in Progress' Lots ot pumpkins end
Halloween treats win be on sale in the Student
Services lorum on Wed Oct 25 from 10-4
Sponsored by Chanties Board
VIP-PUMPKIN SALE-VIP

Are you romantically involved? Are you 18 or
older and a student? if so. you and your partner
are Invited to participate In a study caved "perception of Fern Segments" Study pays SI 0 per
couple and takes spprox. 1 hr Cal 372-2294.
Mon - Fn 8am-6pm

PREVIEW DAY VOLUNTEER
TOUR GUIDE
Preview day no. 1 Is coming up Saturday,
November 1. For further Information contact
the Office of Admissions at 372-2068 or Stop
by 110 McFill Center Between 10-30-3:30
Monday-Friday. This Is a greet wsy to gain
communication experience!

LOST & FOUND

GAMMA PHI BETA BIGS:
You know who we ere.
But we don't know you,
Cept the day isn't far
When we'I know you too.
Big Hunt is greet
n has us excited
it must be fate
Wei love our Bigs
For the feat of Our hves
—But who are you
Love.
Your Li's

HELP WANTED

VIP-PUMPKrN SALE-VIP

1 or two females needed to sublease a 2 bedroom apartment for spring semester You Wll
be sharing it with two other gins Cheap rent
and all utilities are paid for except electric Can
353-9451

BECOME

• OPENING NEW DOORS TO OUR FUTURE"
O.S.E.A Seminar'8»
November 11.1989
Applications outstde 410 Education
Due November 3.1989
OSE A Seminar 89

Complete your language requirement
while broadening your horizons'
Summer Cluster In France
information meeting
Thure , Oct 26. 7 30 PM
French House. Sorority Row

To Whom It May concern/ Mr. Shutter.
Hare la the ANSWER.
U HAVE TO EARN THE SIX PACK!
U KNOW WHY
Cheers. Lor) a Micheie

It's Not too ate'
-KARATEClasses stsrting now
Tues Ocl 24 6pm Eppler Middle

Attention.
1-6 PM Student Atfelra Career Fak
64 PM Student Affairs Panel
Located in the Student Services BLDG

"Hey Sailors"
Come Sell ft party with BGS U. Seeing club
Plenty of Regattas ft Social Events throughout
the school yew For more intormetlon come to
Tuesday meetings 104 BA. 9 OOP m., or call
Kim 353-9458 or Mtchese 372-1208.

WHAT1SCPR?
|CPR, or cardkjpulrnonary resuscita
:ion, is an emergency lifusavino, tec
nque used by one or two people tc
artificially maintain another person s
xeathing and heartbeat in the ever
he functions suddenly slop. CPR
combines mouth-to-mouth breathing
and chest compressions to keep
axygen-rich blood (lowing to the
rictim's brain until an emergency
service with advanced life support isj
available. Contact your local Amerian Heart Association for more
nformation

Every Mon-Fn 8-10 PM
WBQU 16.1 FM
The best m R ft B. Rap and Dance Music
in Northwest Ohio
POWER 11

PERSONALS

REWARD possible for into regarding
lost/stolen leether bomber jecket Bsming Glen
Miser insignia on on back Cat 372-4893

DUTCH PANTRY
RESTAURANTS

Do you have quesllona about homosexual*/?
If so. you can now can the new Gay/Leebfen
Information Line at 152-LAGA. The line Is
open from 7-10pm Monday. Wednesdays, and
Fridays The only say questions are those thst
remain unasked

This Saturday
Alcohol AMranni week ends with ■ bang at
0MY OOCKOur DJs wit rock you Iron.
9pm- 1 am, and you can take part m our trivia
conteat with a chance to win great prizes' Located m Harshman Quad No cover, no 10

'

T^lt-HT 10-ll-W

Ho0 filers
4re GVeikna /\

little B'lOutof

372-7418

